“Do The Right Thing” Incentive. District ___ Unit ____ Sig. _____

Turn in at Kickoff or Email to annette.hungler@scouting.org by Sept. 1st for Drawing for $75 Scout Shop Gift Cards.

Important dates
Our sale will begin on _____________ and end on ________________

*We will have a Unit Popcorn Kickoff:
Date ___________ Time _________ Location ___________________________
Money turn in date is _______________
Popcorn Pickup Date ____________ Location ___________________________

*Goals
Our unit’s popcorn sales goal is $ ____________
Each Scout’s sales goal is $ ____________ to pay for a great Scouting program.

We plan to use the money we raise to do the following things:
1 _________________________________________________________
2 _________________________________________________________
3 _________________________________________________________

Our unit’s $600 Club rewards will be:
1 _________________________________________________________
2 _________________________________________________________
3 _________________________________________________________

Have questions -- need more information?
We can help you prepare for the sale and can answer any questions you have.
Contact: ______________ Email: ___________________ Phone: ___________
Contact: ______________ Email: ___________________ Phone: ___________

2016 Popcorn Sale
PRIZE LEVEL 5
$450
634191 HEXBUG® Aquabot Jellyfish
629411 Tenzi Game
610160 Binoculars 8 x 22
615774 Green Rubber Lock Back Knife

PRIZE LEVEL 4
$350
63096 Luci® Solar Lantern
615774 Cub Scout Utility Knife
631466 RC Corvette 1:24 scale
624334 Nite Ize® Flashlight

PRIZE LEVEL 3
$225
921410 Zero-Gravity Fridge Rover
7414 Aqua Blu Crystal Kit
634181 Marshmallow Straight Shooter
7406 Slime Lab Science Kit

PRIZE LEVEL 2
$100
638077 Nite Ize® LED Mini Glowstick
171177 Bug Cage Bugles Wood Kit
17078 Battle Carabiner Leather Kit
904325 Zipper Pull Thermometer with Compass

PRIZE LEVEL 1
$25
633893 Participation Patch

Products subject to substitution of equal or greater value.

GALACTIC PATCH COLLECTION SEGMENTS
634411 Military Patch
634410 Online Sales Patch
634488 1 of Each Patch
634489 Seller Club Patch
634412 Top Seller Pin

Prize order form
Name __________________________

Level Description

Pack/Troop No. _______________________
Total Sales: ________
Quantity ________

Prize total must not exceed sales level achieved. Select a single prize from your sales level category. All prize orders are due no later than December 2nd, 2016, but may be turned in earlier at the end of the unit’s sales. Once payment of unit invoice has been made, prize orders will be filled and shipped to the Popcorn Kernel’s address.